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Welcome to our annual Cadence Fall Release newsletter – we have so much to share with you this
year: Tasting notes for the 2005 vintage wines, updates on our Cara Mia vineyard and blends, an
invitation to our yearly November open house, and an announcement…

Top Honors

We did it again! Wine and Spirits magazine chose Cadence as a Winery of the Year for 2007, and Ciel du Cheval
2004 was singled out as one of their Top 100 wines of the year from the thousands of wines submitted for review.
These honors repeat our “2002 Artisan Winery of the Year” success from W&S.

The C ar a Mia Vineyard Update

C ar a Mia Wine Update

Our goals for Cara Mia Vineyard in 2007 were twofold – improve upon the quality of last year’s fruit by
allowing only minimal increases in yields with the
same canopy management, and maintain vine health
and strength. We achieved both goals.

Gaye and I performed our most significant blending
trials ever this summer as we assembled the Cara Mia
Vineyard blends. We arrived at two wines, in Left and
Right Bank styles, that we feel are unmatched in our
wineries’ history. In its third leaf Cara Mia Vineyard
produced the most expressive, minerally, deep and
powerful wine we have ever made. The blends are yet
to be finalized, and we’ll give you another update with
our Coda release newsletter in May 2008.

Our crew harvested three more tons than last year, a
mere 15% increase, and Ryan Johnson managed the
irrigation and nutrition program with great sensitivity
and skill. Vine health is wonderful and flavors of the
new wine still in the fermenters are fantastic!

Stay tuned – we think you will love the results.

Benjamin Smith samples Red Mountain fruit to determine the 2007 harvest date.

A Year in the Life of a Vine

O

ur 2006 newsletter told the story of the planning, planting and maturation of Cara Mia Vineyard... this year
we’ll share twelve months of science, variability, editing,
influencing (and relief!) that goes into harvesting from
our new vineyard.

January and February dormancy – still, quiet and cold

New Years Day dawns cold, with the sun low in the southern sky. Our
vines are deep in slumber, with their roots and lower trunk buried in
mounds of dirt, their bare upper trunk and canes still exposed to the
potentially hostile Eastern Washington winters. Red Mountain experienced three straight days in 1996 with temperatures never rising above
minus fifteen degrees – killing conditions for anything exposed to the
air. We become constant weather-watchers.

March awakening –A haircut

The sap begins to flow in the longer, warmer March days and it’s a
great time for a haircut. Our experienced crew prunes the old growth,
chooses the strongest canes for two Guyot arms, lays each down on the
fruiting wire and ties them in place -- like cattle ropers -- in less than
two minutes per vine. Other things awake in the vineyard, and we must
protect the vines from cutworms with a nicotine derived barrier spray.

April showers – green, green growth

April is about potential energy being released: the buds swell, break
open, and grow abundantly. The crew hand hoes to avoid any herbicides in the vineyard. The goal is to keep the area under the vine free of
weeds, and therefore malicious insects. If not, we will spray for bud and
spider mites. Our cover crop between rows grows abundantly, too, and
ideally harbors predator insects to help protect the vine’s new shoots.

May flowering – the season takes shape

May continues with exuberant green growth. Proto-clusters appear,
waiting to flower. We make an early decision about the number of
shoots and clusters to keep, removing unwanted growth from the vine.
We strive for an open canopy for even ripening. Mealybugs appear and
we add a systemic pesticide to the drip irrigation system for a year of
protection.

June berries – critical times for yields

At last, flowering! Cabernet Franc leads in the last days of May and first
of June. The past two vintages yields have been limited by wind and
rain at flowering and berry set by preventing complete cluster pollination. But, ah, the smell at flowering. The tiny flowers aren’t much to
look at, but produce an intoxicatingly sweet aroma.

Old vine cab at Ciel du Cheval.

New Cara Mia Cabernet Franc clusters.

July maturity – canopy sets and berries grow

Full summer sun is upon the vines as temperatures soar to the mid
90s. We don’t help, either, by backing off the irrigation to reduce
the water available to the thirsty vines. It’s done to stop shoot
growth and also to limit berry size. We don’t want plump berries, but little ones with a high skin-to-juice ratio. We estimate
crop loads to determine how many clusters to remove to hit the
target yields for the year. The vines are producing many of their
own chemicals that are pumped into the berries -- important
precursors to the flavors compounds found in berries at harvest.

August verasion – there’s purple out there!

The end of the first week in August is always a shock – purple everywhere! The vine is converting sunlight to sugar, slowly at first, then with
greater speed as harvest approaches. We sit, wait, sample, and wait some
more. Irrigation is minimal, only enough to keep vines alive. Spider
mites can show up, but we are loath to spray anything in the vineyard
this close to harvest.

September and October weather – harvest is at hand

The days shorten dramatically, and the temperatures moderate in early September. We continue to sample, taste, wait and watch. No heat
spikes, please, for sugar accumulation without flavor. No rain, either,
as mildew is a potential problem. Harvest starts around September 7
in the Merlot blocks – sugars run ( 25 Brix, pH around 3.5, and acidity
a healthy 6 grams per liter.) I look for brown seeds, brown stems, soft
skins and developed flavors in ready-to-pick berries. As soon as the fruit
is picked, several hormonal changes signal to the vines that their job
is done for the year. Leaves yellow and fall. Sugars and starches retreat
into the trunks and roots to prepare the vines for the long winter.

November, December chill – tired, sleepy vines!

Finished. Harvest is over, the leaves have been blown to the four winds,
and cool overcast days return to Red Mountain. We irrigate to field capacity to provide a little insulation for the vines, hill up around them to
tuck them in, and then turn off the lights for the long winter’s sleep.

Guyot Arms: The pruning strategy that renews the two horizontal

arms of the vine every year, unlike the bilateral cordon system in
which the two horizontal arms are permanent.
Verasion: The color change from green to purple of the grape skins,
indicating that harvest is five to six weeks away.
Brix: The percentage of sugar in the berries juice. 25 Brix is equal
to 25% sugar. Sweet!

Ben and vineyard manager, Ryan Johnson, samp

2007 News
We’ve Moved!
Cadence is in a new facility in the South Park
neighborhood of Seattle. Our new winery is roomier,
brighter, cleaner and better than ever. And, yes, at one
point it was an auto repair shop, too. Check our site for
a map and driving directions.

2005 Vintage Tasting Notes
2005 is the finest vintage Washington State has seen to date. Period.
Low yields, moderate heat and perfect ripening conditions in September produced wines of opulent aromatics, superb concentration
and precision, and finely wrought structure and length. Each bottling resonates with the energy of this incredible vintage. If there is
a downside to 2005, it is that our production decreased by over 1/3
from 2004.

2005 K lipsun Vineyard

82% Merlot, 18% Cabernet Sauvignon

SSAW
Three excellent winemaking neighbors have joined us to form South Seattle Artisan Wineries. All four wineries will host holiday open houses
and tastings December 1st & 8th. More information can be found on
the SSAW website: www.ssaw.info.

Precise aromas of anise, plums, and chocolate lead into an unusually silky, suave palate. There is the ample power Klipsun carries
in spades, but the extra dimension here is the supple texture and
length of the finish. 265 cases

2005 Ciel du Cheval Vineyard

51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 24% Cabernet Franc,
19% Merlot, 6% Petit Verdot

Co da... small lot & gre at results.
Coda 2006 is quite a departure from previous
vintages. Beginning in 2006 we narrowed our
focus to just three vineyards; Tapteil, Ciel du
Cheval and our own Cara Mia Vineyard. Coda
2006 is the press wine from these three fantastic
sources and it takes a qualitative leap in power
and depth as a result.
The only downside is that there will be fewer
than 260 cases available. Look for more information in our May newsletter.

Upcomin g Events
Stay tuned to www.cadencewinery.com for information on winemaker’s
dinners at Volterra and Crush, with more great food/wine pairings in
the works!

ple grapes and compare notes.

This year’s blend is weighted more heavily to Cabernet Sauvignon
than last year, and it is immediately apparent with the depth of the
black fruit, spice and tobacco nose. Elegant, powerful, plush and
deep all describe the blueberry, blackberry and spicy palate. The
finish lingers, carried by a rather more powerful tannic structure
than normal for Ciel. 415 cases

2005 Tapteil Vineyard

50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot,
20% Cabernet Franc
Our 20 year old block of Tapteil Cabernet Sauvignon yielded a
meager 1.2 tons per acre in 2005! The berries were the smallest I’ve
ever measured – 0.89 grams per tiny berry. The tactile feel of this
wine can best be described as a tightly coiled spring; the power,
intensity, depth, breadth and length of palate is remarkable. Only
240 cases

2005 Bel Canto

50% Cabernet Franc, 42% Merlot, 8% Petit Verdot
The bounty of 2005 left Gaye and I with an unbelievable wealth
of barrels from which to select Bel Canto. We chose 12 barrels that
fully express the undeniable character of the vintage, the power of
Red Mountain, and our passion for the art of blending. The nose
is explosive, leading with cocoa, roses, fruit and spice. These inexorably spread through the palate, and build to a dark wave of finely
wrought tannins that will gracefully unwind for years. We are very
proud of Bel Canto 2005. 290 cases

2005 Camerata

100% Ciel du Cheval Vineyard Petit Verdot
The icing on the 2005 cake is one barrel – 23 cases – of 100% Petit
Verdot from Ciel du Cheval. It is black (and blackberry). It is spicy
and seriously juicy. It has more structure, depth and length than,
well, most anything else. And it is really,
really different. Limited to 3 bottles per
customer.

Sorting leaves out of perfectly ripe Cara Mia fruit.

The Annual
Cadence Open House
Please join us for our Open House Saturday,
November 3, 2007 from 11 to 5 pm.

Ben, Gaye & Cara				 Photo by Tommy LaVergne

Harvest 20 07!
As we go to press the 2007 harvest is complete! We have never had such
a compressed harvest – 45 tons in three weeks! 2007 was another season
of moderate warmth with few heat spikes. In short, perfect ripening
conditions. The 2007 vintage brought significantly lower pHs than
2006 (better for long term ageing) and bright acidity in the berries. The
color and flavors in the fermenters are spectacular. These young wines
appear to be very true to vineyard and soil.
Benjamin Smith is the winemaker at Cadence.
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Save the Date!
open house
November 3,
2007
Visit us at
www.cadencewinery.com
for other events and details

Special things to note: This year we produced only
one barrel of our Camerata reserve. Camerata
2005 is 100% Ciel du Cheval Vineyard Petit
Verdot and only 23 cases are available. Mailing
list customers receive first priority, and limited to
3 bottles per order.
Orders of one case or more submitted and
paid for by November 3, 2007 receive a 15%
discount. Case discounts after November 4th
are our usual 10%.

